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Aided by rapid technological advances, operators of Remotely Piloted Aircraft 

(RPA) can now carry out lethal combat actions from perceived safe sanctuaries in the 

United States (U.S.), 7,500 miles from the enemy.  However, this thesis challenges the 

U.S. assumption that such tactical successes using armed RPAs to engage the enemy 

with “risk-less distant warfare” will result in strategic victory.  This is particularly true 

when used to engage the enemy outside of direct force-on-force engagements.  The 

very nature of this use negates America’s own goal of decreasing the threat to its 

civilian populace from enduring enemy counter action.  The enduring threat will grow 

from a deficient U.S. assessment of the environment in which the enemy’s ability to 

attract support for its historically based strategy is aided by instantaneous and 

ubiquitous global interconnectivity.  The lack of clarity in legal, moral, and ethical 

policies guiding the employment of such robotic warfare highlights the current strategic 

misstep by prolonging the Long War from increased anti-U.S. sentiment and an 

enduring legitimate counter attack threat to RPA operators.  The persistent threat will 

not only hold the operators at risk, but also those around them in suburban America.   



 

 



 

STRATEGIC MISSTEP: “IMMORTAL” ROBOTIC WARFARE, INVITING COMBAT TO 
SUBURBAN AMERICA 

 

In the year 2020, deep inside country “X” hid the mastermind of a series of 
linked global cyber-terrorist attacks.  The attacks resulted in staggering 
losses to world financial institutions and major United States based 
companies.  Diplomatic efforts to arrest and extradite the individual failed.  
The attacks had to stop.  The solution: send in the newest generation of 
remotely piloted stealth aircraft with its cooperative nano wingmen.1

The mission progressed with the aircraft on “automatic intelligent” mode 
weaving through the complex anti-access environment.  Upon reaching 
the objective area the operator put the aircraft in orbit, launching the nano 
warriors to conduct surveillance and sniff operations.  One nano used 
miniature cameras to locate and track the target.  Another, not much 
larger than a common mosquito, collected a blood sample to ensure a 
positive DNA match.  The nano uplinked the sample analysis to the 
operations center, verifying a match to a previous standardized airport 
security screening sample.  The operator sent the fire pulse from 
thousands of miles away to the stealth drone, instantly pulverizing the 
terrorist.  The strike also killed an unrecognized subject in conversation 
with the terrorist.  Unfortunately, the latter turned out to be a high-level 
government official.  The strike alerted country “X” authorities monitoring 
the conversation to the drone’s presence.  Country “X” quickly hacked and 
severed control to the stealth drone’s feed, forcing it to crash on egress 
inside country borders.   

  

Tactically, removing the cyber-terrorist severed the head of the spider.  
Strategically it unfolded quite differently.  Like a starfish’s rejuvenated 
tentacle, the extensive network of enemy hackers replaced the terrorist to 
recommence attacks. Country “X” used the video captured from the attack 
and the subsequent death of civilians from the drone crash to justify a 
series of retaliatory attacks.  One car bomb attack vaporized Major Huron, 
a stealth drone operator, and his two children in the garage of their 
suburban home.  Months earlier, the media featured the Major in his 
“combat” role as a stealth drone operator at a different ops center than the 
one responsible for the attack in country “X”.   

Sound like science fiction?  Yes, and intentionally so as a primer to address a 

key strategic miscalculation by the United States (U.S.) in its use of remotely piloted 

aircraft kinetic firepower to conduct operations in the war against terror.  In its rush to a 

technological solution, the U.S. unleashed a new era of warfare not seen since opening 
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Pandora’s Box with the atomic age of the 1940’s.  Albert Einstein’s petitioning for atomic 

research resulted in one of the greatest ironies of the nuclear age.  In 1957, Einstein 

reversed course and began calls for nuclear disarmament with a group of concerned 

scientists at Pugwash, Nova Scotia, resulting in a Nobel Peace Prize.2

Today one solution to the vexing problem of engaging in continued retribution 

and pro-active strikes against terrorists or insurgents creates a growing strategic peril 

with every ostensible tactical success.  The strategic peril stems from the expanded use 

of remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) strikes that target individuals.  The peril primarily 

emanates from strikes against high value targets (HVT) or high value individuals (HVI) 

outside of direct force-on-force engagements.

  The Nobel 

Peace Prize for 2009 was awarded for similar calls.  Despite over a half-century’s non-

proliferation efforts, the U.S. along with others continue the development of “distant 

warfare” weapons.  Thankfully to date, no remote operator of a nuclear tipped missile 

has ever had to “pull the trigger.”  In 2002, however, remotely piloted aircraft operators 

pulled the 7,500 mile “risk-less trigger of death” for the first time in retaliation for 9/11.    

3  When used in a complimentary role for 

force-on-force actions, an RPA’s persistent over-watch ability and targeted firepower 

enhances tactical success.  Extrapolating this tactical success to a broader strategic 

campaign without the full consideration for second and third order effects induces 

potential strategic missteps.  Key counter-terrorism experts already argue that the 

second order effect of anti-U.S. sentiment continues to grow with each one of these 

strikes.4  Today, however, few experts appear to connect the dots to the postulated third 

order effect of an increased risk of enduring enemy attacks on U.S. soil.    
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The potential for increased second and third order effects will expand, not 

contract; causing direct and future strategic challenges for the U.S. and coalition 

partners to face.  The immediate second order effect is criticism from the international 

community over the expanded use of remotely piloted strike actions against insurgents 

and terrorists outside of direct force-on-force combat engagements.  The outgrowth of 

global criticism against the U.S. further emboldens the base of sentiment against 

perceived Western aggression.  The rapid increase in global connectivity from the new 

age of ubiquitous and instant information further stokes this criticism and adds greater 

scrutiny from a larger global audience.  An expansion of these strikes also reduces and 

jaundices the strength of the legal, moral, and ethical high ground the U.S. has 

attempted to maintain over decades.  The strength of that high ground in the world 

provided the absolute legitimate basis for a just war, both jus ad bellum and jus in bello, 

against globally inspired violent extremist terrorists.  Operating in this environment 

translates to a greater degree of analysis of kinetic engagements during low intensity 

operations than any time in the past.  With greater frequency, the U.S. and others are 

being called upon to conclusively demonstrate military proportionality and 

discrimination.  Critics demand that the U.S. demonstrate a strike’s link to vital national 

security interests, especially when claims of civilian collateral deaths occur.5

Advocates tout remotely piloted armed aircraft capabilities to minimize collateral 

civilian deaths.  In theory, their persistence over a target permits a greater 

understanding of the environment around the target, thus enabling a more sanitized 

precision attack.  In practice, the employment of lethal combat power is rarely sanitized.  

No weapons system has ever been perfect in combat.  Sometimes the operator 
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precisely engages the correct target, but still causes collateral deaths.  The fog and 

friction of the situation can also lead to a target being misidentified, leading to a precise 

engagement of an inappropriate target.  In neither case do collateral deaths nor civilian 

casualties from these RPA strikes create a Long War foundation for strategic victory.    

Regardless of a less than zero-defect tactical record, advocates attribute a 

remotely piloted aircraft’s greatest characteristic as its means to limit operator risk.  

Potentially more important is its means to limit political risk from combat engagements.  

While currently flown with human decision makers “pulling the trigger” or “pushing the 

pickle button”, those combatants often operate 7,500 miles away from the battlefield.6

However, the same perilous dichotomy attached to the term asymmetry applies 

to the term “risk-less.”  True asymmetry and an absence of risk never truly exist.  

Newton’s Third Law of Physics states, “for every action, there is an equal and opposite 

reaction.”

  

While seen as a great asymmetric battlefield advantage, this new weapon’s “risk-less 

distant warfare” directly spawns third order effects.  Paradoxically, its asymmetric nature 

also draws strong complaints, voiced along a similar line of reasoning against 

asymmetric acts of terrorism.  The obvious difference is the legitimacy of the target 

being engaged, but legitimacy is often blurred by the lens through which it is defined.    

7

Simply restated, remotely piloted aircraft attacks outside of direct force-on-force 

combat will continue to increase the second order effect of anti-U.S. sentiment and thus 

  The translation to warfare may not be exact, but “for every action, there is 

enemy reaction.”  In the case of “risk-less” or asymmetric actions, the reaction manifests 

itself in corresponding asymmetric actions.  Hence, an evaluation of the current 

environment and context illuminates an expected manifestation of third order effects.   
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widening the base of recruits available for radicalization into violent extremist terrorists 

against the West.  These recruits will not only seek revenge and retribution for local 

attacks from military forces, but also against attacks from combatant operators some 

7,500 miles away.  Even after major combat actions cease, the enemy will continue to 

follow Sun Tzu’s approach to the Long War.  The enemy’s ability to grow a global base, 

especially as evidenced recently by the radicalization of U.S. “home grown” terrorists, 

will pose an enduring threat and strategic challenge to the West.8  The resultant 

challenge will be endless U.S. efforts to curb and defend against the enemy’s reaction 

to these so called “risk-less operations.”  The third order effects will be evident in the 

enemy’s reaction of increased long term efforts to counter attack against interests on 

U.S. soil.  So as long as the world or enemy “perceives” these attacks to be linked to 

RPA operations, their counter-attacks or reactions can and likely will be deemed 

legitimate against “combatant” RPA operators living in suburban America.9

Strategy Informed by History Forgotten 

  In a quest 

for technologically “risk-less” warfare, the misstep of not fully considering near and long 

term effects may unravel a strategy aimed at reducing the threat of terrorism on U.S. 

soil.  Unlike gaining allies’ support to decry the attacks of 9/11, gaining support against 

enemy counter attacks targeting “combatants” operating from U.S. soil is unlikely.  

Thus, strategy in a rapidly changing and interconnected world is fragile and history’s 

lessons dictate continuous reassessment.  

As the U.S. faces these strategic challenges, a few of history’s lessons observed 

(not necessarily lessons learned), should entice strategists to a deeper reflection of the 

enemy’s strategy.  “What is of supreme importance in war is to attack the enemy’s 

strategy; next best is to disrupt his alliances; next best is to attack his army,” – Sun 
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Tzu.10  Campaign strategy must pivot around knowing the enemy and how alliances fit 

into the overarching strategic context.  Sun Tzu also warned that “foreknowledge” and 

real-time battlefield knowledge are critical for continuous strategic assessment.11

The West references the Long War in terms of the last decade and maybe a 

decade or less into the future.  Today’s global enemy differs, attempting to draw intrinsic 

support for its strategy from history dating back to events of the 13

  The 

reflection on Sun Tzu’s advice should entice a reassessment that serves to dictate 

future actions by weighing possible enemy reactions in the current environment.   

th century.  Maybe 

they subscribe to Winston Churchill’s retort of, “The further backward you look, the 

further forward you can see.”12  A deep look back to the attack on Baghdad in 1258 

reveals an important underpinning of extremist Islamist strategy.  During those times the 

threat of Mongol attacks sweeping the Arab lands forced a noted Islamic theologian 

named ibn Taymiyya to flee his home as a child.13  The destruction of Baghdad after the 

surrender of the “last Abbasid caliph”, and the subsequent “killing of 800,000 [Muslim] 

men, women, and children…while Christians were spared”, certainly influenced and 

shaped ibn Taymiyya’s argument to bring jihad to a status on par with the other “five 

pillars” of Islam.14  His assertion, “that jihad against apostates within the realm of Islam 

is justified – by turning jihad inward and reforging it into a weapon for use against 

Muslims as well as infidels – planted the seed of revolutionary violence in the heart of 

Islamic thought.”15

Shortly after 9/11, an extremist Islamic cleric in Saudi Arabia, Safar al-Hawali 

released a letter to President Bush indicating that this history remains a relevant 

  These notions of retribution continued to shape the revolutionary 

violence over the ensuing eight centuries.   
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concern.16  The extremist cleric’s rhetoric made it apparent that the distance of historical 

atrocities did not lessen their strength to inspire.  Leaders of today’s most violent and 

extremist organizations frequently echo these sound bites.17  The rhetoric indicates the 

enemy’s continued quest to gain popular strength for a broader strategy of engaging in 

retribution attacks.  These attacks are not necessarily centered solely on the U.S, but 

against those who hold certain religious and ideological beliefs of immigrant ancestors.  

Linking historical atrocities of the 13th

The need for “revenge” is not historically unique to any one specific culture, but 

more pronounced and even prescribed by some.  History is replete with examples of 

revenge fueled by fear as a means to compel a call to action and recruitment.  In a 

second fatwa

 Century through perceived crusades today 

appears to resonate well in the extremist’s recruits.  Those recruits susceptible to 

radicalization are inculcated to see retribution not only as necessary, but mandated.    

18 issued in 1998 by a now well known extremist terrorist leader, fear is the 

theme.19  Historically inspired fear combined with the Pashtun tribal heritage and culture 

that spans the Afghanistan and Pakistan borders creates a virulent mix of revenge 

based enemy counter actions.  A 2008 Naval Postgraduate School thesis on “The 

Evolution of Taliban” notes an intrinsic link between the Taliban and a predominantly 

Pashtun heritage.  “While it would be incorrect to refer to the Taliban insurrection or 

resurrection as merely a Pashtun affair, it would not be far from the mark.”20

Pashtuns also hold a long tribal heritage predating Islam.  Pashtuns are expected 

to live in accordance to Pashtunwali code.  Violators of the code are subject to a Jirga 

(a tribal assembly of elders).  Two key aspects of the code are nang (honor) and badal 

(revenge).

  

21  Nang refers to family honor and badal to the “revenge killing,” required to 
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restore honor.  The revenge “can be immediate or occur generations later if the family 

whose honor was violated is in a weak position at the time of infraction.”22

Both Sun Tzu’s advice to know one’s enemy and Churchill’s sage advice to 

explore history provide insight.  The insight illuminates a threat of enduring revenge 

from enemy counter actions to current “risk-less” U.S. attacks.  Accordingly, the U.S. 

must recognize the strategic dangers percolating from the expansion of remotely piloted 

aircraft kinetic power being applied to individual killings outside of direct force-on-force 

combat action. This is also more clearly pronounced when such strikes are against 

targets not perceived as clearly linked to imminent vital national interests. 

 

If the U.S. does not provide the link, then not only will the enemy seek retribution, 

but fewer in the world may be compelled to partner with the U.S. to prevent those 

counter attacks. General McCrystal’s revised strategy for less kinetic operations in 

Afghanistan ground combat is clearly prudent based on history and the appreciation of 

immediate second order effects.  The “distant risk-less warfare” provides an invitation 

for the enemy to bring the third order effects to U.S. soil.  History and culture must 

inform over-all U.S. strategy, but an appreciation of the convergence of local and global 

environments further shapes and molds such strategy in the 21st

Ubiquitous Revolutions in Information 

 century. 

The victor often writes history.  Therefore, lessons from the 13th century and 

others are constrained by the number of culturally relevant references from which one 

can draw conclusions.  The environment of the 21st century is markedly different.  

Comments concerning global revolutions credit the former Secretary of State Henry 

Kissinger to a remark that we live in a “system of linkages that no previous generation 

had to face.”23  A new age of global connectivity grows daily, shaping the current 
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environment with overwhelming amounts of information.  As words matter, the word 

“information” is intentionally used and not the word “facts”.  Today’s Long War strategic 

context is frequently shaped to a greater extent by information rather than facts.   

A recent study “estimated that a week’s worth of the New York Times contains 

more information than a person was likely to come across in a lifetime in the 18th 

Century and estimated that 4 exabytes (1 exabyte = billion gigabytes) of unique 

information will be generated this year [2009]” alone.24

As a result of accelerating transparency and connectivity, traditional 
military operations have become increasingly sensitive to popular 
perceptions and attitudes, both domestic and international.  Thanks to 
pervasive media coverage and the growing ubiquity of personal 
communications devices, much of the population can follow, closely and 
practically in real time, events they previously would have learned of only 
after the fact, if at all.  In addition to complicating the preservation of 
operations security, that growing transparency risks turning what once 
could have been inconsequential military incidents into strategically 
significant events.  Transparency will put greater pressure than ever 
before on commanders at all levels, whose every decision and action will 
be scrutinized and critiqued in real time by media whose independent 
access to information will be virtually impossible to restrict.

 The shear amount of information 

requires strategic thinkers to adeptly plan and account for transparent operations.  The 

U.S. Department of Defense’s 2009 Capstone Concept for Joint Operations (CCJO) 

outlined this harsh reality.       

25

Transparency in military operations over the past two decades is not necessarily 

new in warfare because of increased “real-time” media-embeds.  However, government 

and military organizations increasingly face challenges to tactics and methods used in 

previous conflicts.  As an example, during the Vietnam War, the Central Intelligence 

Agency (CIA) conducted covert operations in the adjacent country of Laos.  While some 

reports surfaced in prominent newspapers, the U.S. populous was not made aware of 

the CIA run Air America operation until nearly five years after its initiation.

  

26  A 
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declassified memo from May, 1964 outlines early efforts and how both U.S. and Laotian 

officials believed the operation would certainly be kept unknown.   

I [U.S. Embassy counselor Leonard Unger], referred to US-piloted T-28's 
in Udorn which I said could be promptly converted to be indistinguishable 
from Lao T-28's and flown with considerable effectiveness in sorties 
against PL/VM in present situation.  I said I had been assured this could 
be done without American involvement becoming known.  Souvanna 
[Prince Souvanna Phouma] concurred in this action.27

Thankfully, and owing a great deal of credit to the lack of globally connected modern 

communication devices, Unger was correct. 

   

Today’s warfare on extremist terrorists around the globe confronts an extensive 

network of devices.  In stark contrast to Laos, as of 2008 there were approximately 8.5 

million cell phones for a population of 28 million in Afghanistan.  This comparatively 

meager number pales in comparison to the nearly 92 million cell phones and 18.5 

million internet users for 175 million people in neighboring Pakistan.28  Every one of 

those cell phones and internet connections are a potential asset … and liability to on-

going operations.29  As an asset, during a visit to Lahore in October, 2009, U.S. 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton touted their positive use for social networking when 

“she announced support from the United States for the first Pakistani mobile phone-

based social network, known as Humari Awaz ("Our Voice"), which will be available 

using the free SMS shortcode 7111.”30

The nearly 7,000 (as of 2007) combat action videos captured and uploaded on 

YouTube.com alone highlight the ability of “Monday morning quarterbacks” on both 

sides of the field to line up scrutinizing the conduct of warfare.

  The flipside liability unravels any tactical 

success when that same cell phone’s camera records “information” viewed as 

unfavorable without prior or immediately reconciled transparency.    

31  Upon viewing an 
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assortment of them, some are official military released footage from manned and RPA 

sensors, while others are unofficial or clearly of cell phone camera like quality.   

In many cases, not only do these video clips – when shown on 
mainstream [media] – contribute to the sense of chaos and disorientation 
among the population; they also often help to contradict the governments’ 
version of events, thus helping terrorists to discredit their opponents by 
raising doubts about their sincerity.32

Transparency and sincerity are not two words most Generals used as a standard 

lexicon describing combat operations years ago, but they are repeated frequently as 

critical strategic communicative tools in campaigns today.   

  

In the technologically connected conflicts of this decade, Generals increasingly 

monitor more tactical missions in real-time.  This lead to the rise of a new, but not so 

endearing phrase being coined: “The Tactical General.”33  The risk of strategic 

implications from the engagement of any target in the crucible of low intensity conflict 

directly affronts airpower’s doctrinal hallmark of decentralized execution.  Global 

connectivity and information ubiquity then underwrite centralized control and centralized 

execution when kinetic strikes are limited in scope or engage a high value targets of 

imminent vital national security interest.  Generals today understand when engaging a 

terrorist target or insurgency fighters embroiled in a troops-in-contact firefight that, “an 

atrocity is not necessarily what one actually does, but what one is successfully blamed 

for.”34

Information used from RPA kinetic engagements conducted outside of direct 

force-on-force engagements adds an increased degree of sensitivity.  The risk of 

unintended or undesirable second and third order effects magnifies as the enemy 

capitalizes on this information.  During the chaos of force-on-force combat, warriors do 

  The strategic environment demands a leader’s acute awareness of implications 

to a less timely and transparent response to engagements than the enemy.   
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occasionally make mistakes and some expected collateral damage occurs.  Support 

actions by RPA operators likely blend into the reconciled force-on-force outcome of 

these engagements if no internationally accepted laws of war of proportionality and 

discrimination are violated by the information available.  However, pundits call for 

retribution and for justification when information available points to the utilization of “risk-

less” or purely asymmetric tactics by either side in a conflict.  History bears evidence of 

this in the calls for the fire-bombing strikes on Japan after Pearl Harbor, the underlying 

premise of the Cold War arms race, the retribution strikes and wars following 9/11, and 

now unfortunately an extremist group’s enduring call to jihad following RPA strikes. 

While provocative, the incidents are a reminder of the fragile nature of 

information immediately available after any combat engagement.  Warfare for centuries 

has been described and conducted as a brutal battle between humans and sensitive to 

interpretation.  The initial Western interpretation of RPA strikes conducted by operators 

7,500 miles away from the targeted individual appears to be masked by the context of 

retribution at any cost.  From the beginning, information surrounding the debate leading 

to the transformation of a simple RPA surveillance capability into a lethal combat 

instrument is scarce and appears contained to the highest levels of government.35

Nearly five years after the first information on U.S. armed RPA strikes, P.W. 

Singer notes a remarkable dearth of debate.  At a Washington, DC conference in 

December of 2006, where over two hundred of the top thinkers and leaders in America 

discussed the topic of “Rethinking of U.S. Military Revolution”, not even a “passing 

mention” was made of anything “unmanned or robotic”.

  

36  Five years after the first strike 

from an armed Predator and nary a word about the evolving robotic nature of warfare.   
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Even the recent Capstone Concept for Joint Operation’s assessment of the strategic 

environment does not address the implications of this evolution.  “War is therefore not 

action against an inanimate object, but is ‘always the collision of two living forces.’”37

Send In the Immortal…Leather Seat Warriors? 

    

No the reference is not to the ancient Roman warrior’s leather seat used in 

scythed chariots as an early revolution in military weaponry to better survive collisions 

with their enemies.38  It does however, refer to those who remotely control armed 

drones called Predators (MQ-1), Reapers (MQ-9) and Sky Warriors (MQ-1C) operating 

in support of global counter-terrorist and global counter-insurgent missions.  Singer, in 

Wired for War, sees the robotic development as the beginning of the true 21st century 

revolution in military affairs.  “History may look back at this period as notable for the 

simultaneous loss of the state’s roughly 400-year-old monopoly over which groups 

could go to war and humankind’s loss of its roughly 5,000-year-old monopoly over who 

could fight in these wars.”39

Some may contend “not so fast.” They will argue that this evolution is not all that 

new and certainly not that different than the changes introduced to the battlefield from 

the machine gun, the tank, or even manned aircraft themselves.  From a purely tactical 

effects perspective, such arguments may resonate.  When put in the strategic context of 

the hypothesis at hand, the argument flat-lines.  The difference is the risk taken by the 

combatant.  In this case the imminent battlefield risk is not taken by the “distant 

combatant,” but rather displaced to another time or to another face.  Consider the 

following comment, “[a] fleet of unmanned planes crawl like Piper Cubs but deliver real-

time video from the battlefield without risking the lives of crew members, who can 

unwind afterward with a beer in their living rooms, or pick up dinner on the way home 
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from soccer practice.”40  It refers to the reconnaissance mission and not the armed 

mission of RPAs, but the operational concept is one in the same.41

Negligible differences in tactical weapon’s effects exist between a combatant 

RPA operator’s strike and a similar manned platform strike.  Contrasting the strategic 

effects in the context of warfare where two living forces are held at risk for political ends, 

the comparisons are miles apart.  An armed RPA’s tactical effects are closely aligned to 

those of a fighter aircraft, such as the F-16, F-15E, F-18 or A-10.  Fighter aircraft may 

appear to fly with the same impunity as RPAs today, but only because they all operate 

in an uncontested air supremacy environment.  Fighter aircraft do face reduced risk in 

current conflicts while engaging similar targets with similar weapons, aimed and guided 

by similar sensors to those utilized by RPAs.   

  Reconnaissance 

missions do not directly hold enemy targets or individuals at risk.  Armed RPAs 

absolutely hold the enemy at risk.  Discussing differences of risk to combatants then 

likely invokes a follow-on comment of “what’s the difference from…?”   

While air supremacy limits the airborne threat presented by the enemy in the 

battle-spaces of Iraq and Afghanistan, there are still significant risks taken by aircrew as 

combatants.  First, they are subject to risk of enemy counter actions.  Whether during 

low-altitude phases of flight, such as take-off and landing operations, or even while they 

sleep between combat missions at bases which are within the country borders of the 

conflict, they are at risk.42  Second, other airborne risks are not altogether absent.  

Aircraft malfunctions do occur and if required to “bail-out” in an inhospitable area while 

executing an attack or even a non-kinetic reconnaissance mission, aircrew risk death at 

the hand of the enemy.  Regardless of the engagement’s nature, a combined air and 
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ground force attack or a solo air attack against an HVT/HVI, the “mortal combatants” are 

clearly and directly at risk while delivering lethal power in human-to-human interactive 

combat.  While tactically similar, the combatants share risk on a common and 

immediate battlefield.  This diminishes compelling or legitimate cases for an enemy’s 

strategy of retribution attacks beyond the direct area of conflict.   

Other combatants fly into the combat area from bordering countries, aircraft 

carriers, or even bomber missions from the U.S., and are at risk for shorter durations.  

Nonetheless, their crews are still at risk while engaging the enemy during strikes, similar 

to the previous example.  The human-to-human interaction is distanced, but the 

machine’s “mortal combatants” are still at risk on the battlefield while employing lethal 

power.  The combatant being held at risk during the mission compels military and 

civilian leaders to face the risk of losing flesh and blood on the battlefield.   

During high-intensity combat when risks are heavy on the battlefield, mixing the 

employment of less risky weapons into the targeting scheme merely blends their 

combatants into the fog and friction of war.  One of those less risky weapons is the 

Tomahawk Land Attack Missile, or TLAM.  First employed in Operation Desert Storm 

and then again in Operation Desert Fox, the missiles were fired by nearly risk free 

combatants that blended into the backdrop of a larger array of battlefield weapons and 

combatants.43  “These attacks took full advantage of submarine covertness [for 

combatants].”44  The covertness made the TLAM a weapon of choice for engaging 

terrorists during the last decade of the 20th century…but sparingly used as the sole 

weapon once in1998 in retaliation for U.S. Embassy bombings in Africa.45  
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Naval combatants just like those who would later fire the opening volley of 

missiles in Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, did so from various locations; 

some disclosed and others from an anonymous submarine location.46  Officials 

contended that the second order effects from the attacks in Sudan and Afghanistan 

in1998 would be minimal because the attack was a proportionate counter action to the 

Embassy bombings.  Unfortunately, the attacks were less discriminating of civilians than 

desired.  Somewhat expectantly, these “risk-less” actions emboldened and incensed the 

targeted violent extremist organization to conduct the follow-on attacks on the USS Cole 

and ultimately the second attack on the World Trade Center.47

Expanding “risk-less or risk-free” capabilities to the battlefield became a stated 

goal of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) of 2001.

  History demonstrated 

that second order effects from “risk-less” attacks are clear.  The third order effect did 

occur in a time and place away from the initial battlefield.  The first enemy counter 

action was not on U.S. soil against non-combatants, but against military combatants in 

their naval vessel. The attacks on 9/11 were clearly against non-combatants in the eyes 

of the international community and law.  Unlike the swift retaliation for 9/11, no 

retributive attacks for the USS Cole were conducted.   

48  This direction from 

Congress and the events of 9/11 expedited the era of the 7,500 mile “risk-less” and 

perceived immortal combatant to the battlefield.  The first claimed U.S. use of an RPA 

assisting in an HVI strike in Afghanistan occurred in November, 2001.49  The strike 

assisted Navy F/A-18 fighters in successfully killing the highest ranking violent extremist 

group member in Afghanistan to date.50  Less than two months later, on February 12, 
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2002, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld commented in a press conference on 

those new battlefield armed RPA weapon operations in Afghanistan.   

The overwhelming bulk of all activity in Afghanistan since the first U.S. 
forces went in have been basically under the control of the Central 
Command.  And that's particularly true after the first month.  The one 
exception has been the armed Predators -- I shouldn't say "the one 
exception." An exception has been the armed Predators, which are CIA-
operated.  It's just a historical fact that they were operating these things 
over recent years, and they were in Afghanistan prior to the involvement of 
CENTCOM.51

Daniel Benjamin and Steven Simon, both former members of the National Security 

Council, contend that George Tenet, the director of the CIA raised his objection in a 

Principals meeting on September 4, 2001 to the agency taking the lead in transforming 

the Predator reconnaissance platform to one capable of armed strikes.

 

52  However, 

events seven days later likely resolved the impasse.  With retribution on the mind of the 

U.S. and the 107th Congress signing Public Law 107-40 (Authorization for Use of 

Military Force) on September 18th, this tactical move made initial strategic sense. 53

Eight years later, RPAs are a true force multiplier ensuring tactical success when 

blended into the fog of direct force-on-force combat action.  When applied to broad 

spectrum conflict, using RPAs for targeting outside of direct force-on-force action, 

especially against individuals, builds anything but a clear path to strategic success.  

Tactical success continues to cloud critical or more rounded assessments of the 

strategic implications in protracted global conflicts.  The allure of tactics that appear to 

mitigate immediate risk might very well create greater risks to combatants and civilians 

on U.S. soil, as well as risk breaking legitimate U.S. strategy.  Notwithstanding 

   

Fast removal of key extremist organization leaders responsible for the devastation was 

paramount.  But few strategies are timeless and fewer survive in times of rapid change.   
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continued violent extremist organization rhetoric, history and Pashtun tribal code 

provide additional powerful reminders to realistic strategists of the duration of threat the 

U.S. faces.  In the Long War, the strategic peril increases with every expanded use of 

RPAs as a perceived panacea for engaging a broad spectrum of HVT/HVIs.  Particular 

concern of their use is warranted if leaders consider engaging a greater list of “kill or 

capture” individuals involved in support, but not direct combat action.54

Utilizing RPAs in “challenged access” areas of the world should magnify 

concerns, not alleviate them.  In these areas, the “risk-less” tactical ease of an RPA 

strike may compel their use, but opens the U.S. to long term strategic challenges 

outweighing the short term gain.  The U.S. must carefully consider the certain increases 

to second and third order effects before expanding or authorizing such strikes.  Today, 

those debates are waged in press reports and blogs, but rarely are readily apparent 

dialogues engaged in by high level officials to mitigate these effects by resolving legal, 

moral or ethical issues.

  

55   Recognized counter-insurgency expert David Kilcullen and 

U.S. politicians already highlight an increase to second order effects and risks from RPA 

activity.56  Congressman Kucinich, in comments related to House Resolution 2278, 

stated on December 16, 2009, “if we want to stop anti-American incitement in the 

Middle East, we must end our military occupation of Iraq and Afghanistan, we must put 

an end to the drone attacks in Pakistan.”57

Global news networks publish and openly discuss “drone strike” activity almost 

daily.  The Google age of information ubiquity yields a plethora of articles.  Routine 

Internet searches frequently yield Congressional testimony and statements similar to 

  Although U.S. officials do not discuss the 

operation in Pakistan, the world is more sophisticated and connected than the 1960’s.   
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one from James Dobbins Director, Center for International Security and Defense Policy 

RAND Corporation, “The utility of targeted killings employing Predator drones over 

Pakistan is debatable, but to the extent it is useful, there seems no good reason to limit 

the activity to the Northwest Frontier Province.”58  The short term veracity of reports 

pales in comparison to the importance of long term impacts from third order effects.  

The U.S. openly released the “genie from the bottle” in 2002.  Following Department of 

Defense guidance on transparency, the U.S. Air Force openly discusses the operational 

concept of RPA strikes and locations of those combatants.59

Predator “Porn” – Immoral, or Just “Freaking Cool”

  Air Force RPA combatant 

operators and those around them will likely hold the greatest risk from enemy counter 

actions when retribution is sought on the expanded battlefield of suburban America.   

60

“War then is depicted as immoral, yet humanity has always found out-clauses to 

explain its necessity and celebration.”

 

61  The cornerstone of the West’s strategic 

message against violent Islamic extremist terrorists is the immorality of perverting the 

Koran as an out-clause for a jihad that attacks innocent humans.  International law 

recognizes that innocent civilians are not legitimate targets in war.  The concept of 

combatants and non-combatants in war dates back to the Middle-Ages when warriors 

were provided legitimacy from warfare’s public “openness.”62  Openness “was seen 

partly as evidence of [war’s] ‘public’ nature and partly as the antithesis of perfidy and 

cowardly assassination, actions repugnant… to chivalry and the membership of the 

various knightly orders.”63  These Westphalian definitions were intentionally meant to 

limit the scope of actors and actions in war, but their relevance is weakened for both 

sides when applied to 21st Century conflicts.    
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Military operators remotely controlling armed drones fall within the current 

definitions of “combatants” when executing missions in support of the wars on terror.  

The increase of civilian, contractor and non-state sanctioned armed actors in modern 

conflict creates clashes with historical international laws of war.  This results in 

contentious ambiguity to the status of other RPA operators, such as civilians and 

contractors.64  The status of enemy terrorists and insurgents is equally ambiguous and 

generates a great deal of debate over their “combatant” or “unprivileged enemy 

belligerent” status.65  The briar patch of debates subsequently leads to claims of “extra-

judicial” killings of these participants during conflict.  The United Nations and human 

rights organizations are among those calling for specific answers to armed RPA attacks 

against individuals.66  The debate gains legal, moral, and ethical imperatives when 

alleged and reported strikes take place outside of a force-on-force “direct battlefield” 

environment, especially when civilian “non-combatants” become collateral casualties.67

Debates over enemy belligerent and civilian deaths from these attacks did not 

begin after the first U.S. armed RPA strike in Afghanistan.  Ironically, in 2001 the U.S. 

denounced the use of “extra-judicial killings” of Palestinian militants by Israel.  The U.S. 

Ambassador to Israel on July 8, 2001 stated, “The United States government is very 

clearly on the record as against targeted assassinations.  They are extrajudicial killings, 

and we do not support that.''

  

68  Clearly this intended policy statement from 2001 

contradicts U.S. strike actions conducted by armed RPAs against enemy belligerents or 

terrorists.  If these strikes are left to be viewed as assassinations versus legitimate 

combat actions, the Long War second and third order effects will endure and U.S. legal, 

moral, and ethical high ground will crumble.   
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The definition of assassination and its applicability to enemy belligerents and 

terrorists is debated, but appears to remain unresolved.  Presidential Order 12333, 

Paragraph 2.11, signed by President Reagan in 1981 and never reported to be 

rescinded by subsequent administrations, strictly prohibits assassination.69  The 

strengthening of the previous 1974 version is attributed to fallout from the Church 

Commission report.70  A 2002 Army War College paper analyzed and argued for a lift of 

the ban.  The author noted the strategic value of assassination because of its “ultimate 

precision” in targeting without collateral damage.71  The author proposed a rewrite of the 

Presidential Order 12333, Paragraph 2.11 to expand to, “future targets including narco-

terrorists, enviro-terrorists, or political, religious, and social leaders whether the head of 

state or not, who openly espouse mass murder and destruction through the use of 

weapons of mass destruction.”72

Resolving the legality and applicability of “assassinations” or targeted killings by 

armed RPA strikes is clearly not the intent or within the scope of this discussion.  

However, it is important for the analysis to note that RPA strikes differ from individual 

assassinations in that they are not “ultimately precise” and often result in collateral 

deaths.  The drone strike’s signature prior to and after causing these deaths is also 

easier to determine after the fact when not masked by the chaos of major force-on-force 

engagements.

  Clearly the proposed verbiage opens the use of this 

strategic weapon to a broader spectrum of individuals, but is meant to place a limit to 

cases where a clear link to U.S. vital security interests exists.   

73  The sole death of an enemy terrorist by a sniper’s bullet or poisoned 

cigar is far more difficult to discern.  But, as a former CIA lawyer recently noted, “People 

are a lot more comfortable with a Predator strike that kills many people than with a 
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throat-slitting that kills one.”74

Failure to continually analyze the changing environment is illustrated by the 

international and domestic pressures the U.S. and Israel are both facing to justify these 

targeted attacks.  The U.S. government’s initial vocalization of concerns against Israel’s 

practice years ago should not leave anyone surprised that international and domestic 

human rights organizations continue to voice these concerns today.

  The statement clearly indicates a growing belief that this 

type of strike is “risk-less”, but is analytically deficient in today’s globally connected 

environment. 

75  Human Rights 

Watch, an organization headquartered in New York, released a report in June, 2009.  

The report outlines the investigations and the forensic analysis conclusions of six 

attacks conducted outside of force-on-force engagements.  The deaths in all cases 

were deemed to be the result of armed RPA attacks during an Israeli offensive against 

the Gaza strip from December 2008 to January 2009.76

Since a current U.S. National Security Strategy is not yet published, U.S. actions 

abroad indicate a continued emphasis on solving global insurgency.

  This increased global scrutiny 

highlights yet another warning to reevaluate future strategic implications.   

77  Like Israel, the 

U.S. will continue to face increased scrutiny for attacks deemed not clearly linked to 

imminent vital national security interests or linked to direct force-on-force engagements.  

The scrutiny will be increased when attacks are conducted by armed RPAs, since both 

the U.S. and Israel are so vocal about the extreme “precision” employed by this new 

technology.  The critic’s scrutiny draws strength from an RPA’s difficultly in always 

achieving the claims of the weapon’s precision, of the minimal collateral damage, and 

also of the operator’s ability to clearly discern who is an enemy and who is not from 
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persistence over the battlefield.78  After the fact in depth investigations and forensic 

evidence tell one side of the story, but challenge these claims.79

Precision and persistence are attributes touted for armed RPAs.  Another is that 

“the real advantage of unmanned aerial systems is they allow you to project power 

without projecting vulnerability.”

  

80

The disconnect stems from the rapid evolution of technologies over the past two 

decades.  Technological success led to a corresponding rush to extrapolate tactical 

success to a larger strategic context against enemies engaged in a classic Sun Tzu 

Long War of exhaustion.  Almost as if forecasting 21

  This statement undoubtedly alludes to the 

vulnerability of two human forces sharing risk engaged in a force-on-force battle.  This is 

true if the battlefield is limited to the area of direct lethal force-on-force actions.  

However, combatants delivering death with the push of a button from U.S. soil expands 

that battlefield…and the vulnerability.  For a world so closely interconnected 

electronically and emotionally by information when disasters strike, trends in warfare 

likewise demonstrate real-time connectivity.  “Projecting invulnerability” and actual 

enduring invulnerability are amazingly disconnected and detached in this context.   

st Century warfare, Isaac Asimov 

remarked years ago, “The saddest aspect of life right now is that science gathers 

knowledge faster than society gathers wisdom.”81

As rapidly as Moore’s Law underwrites increases in militarized technology, 

society seems to desire a corresponding incorporation of technology that disconnects a 

human’s innate interaction in warfare’s life and death decisions.

 

82   Evidence points to 

this desire in the National Defense Authorization Act of 2001, a 2003 Joint Forces 

Command report titled “Unmanned Effects: Taking the Human Out of the Loop,” a 2007 
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U.S. Army “solicitation” for unmanned systems to execute “fully autonomous 

engagement without human intervention,” a 2008 U.S. Navy “Concept for the Operation 

of Armed Autonomous Systems on the Battlefield,” and the 2009 U.S. Air Force 

“Unmanned Aerial System Flightplan.”83  The road maps point to exponential increases 

in warfare by robotic means using artificial intelligence (AI) for surgical and precision 

engagement.  These briefs or documents are largely available in full on the internet.84  

None of them calls for immediate transitions to autonomous AI engagements.  Hopefully 

this indicates at least a temporary consideration for Napoleon’s theory, “In war, moral 

considerations account for three-quarters, the actual balance of forces only for the other 

quarter.”85  However, other subject matter leaders lean further forward.  They allude to 

near-term expectations of lethal combat decisions being made at the hands of AI – 

without a human, in or on-the-loop.86

Current technologies claiming the capability to remove the operator from life and 

death decisions in “automatic” modes have less than flawless track records.  AI is only 

as good as the initial logic programmed into lines of code.  Systems such as the Aegis, 

Patriot missile battery, and MK

  

5 antiaircraft system have all been involved in friendly-fire 

incidents over the past two decades.87

The U.S. Congressional “mandate by 2010 of one-third of all the aircraft 

designed to attack behind enemy lines [to] be unmanned” is hardly construed as 

defensive, but rather offensive in nature.

  Regardless the reasons for these incidents, 

these weapon systems are designed to be defensive - not offensive.  Self-defense, 

regardless the method, is a commonly accepted principle and the use of AI in a 

defensive mode may blend and be reconciled in force-on-force warfare.   

88 Offensive armed RPAs today perform life and 
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death decisions with a man-in-the-loop concept and current U.S. Air Force operational 

commanders call for a continued minimum application of man-on-the-loop operations.89  

Even today with a man-in-the-loop for RPAs, the world increasingly vocalizes over the 

growing use of these “risk-less” methods of war; some clamor for trials of human rights 

violations, while others gather around the Predator “live video feeds” to cheer the death 

of another enemy.90

The tyranny of “distance” that David Grossman discusses in On Combat 

contributes to the vocalized disparity.

  

91  Some in Lebanon and in the two major U.S. 

combat zones call the RPA strikes “cowardly because they send out machines to fight 

us…that they don’t want to fight us like real men, but are afraid to fight.  So we just have 

to kill a few of their soldiers to defeat them.”92  Grossman’s theory expects these 

comments.  He contends that the “one drawback to killing at long range is that greater 

distance has a reduced psychological effect on the enemy…since it is close-range, 

interpersonal aggression that truly frightens the enemy and modifies their behavior.”93

Distance helps to override a human’s natural resistance to killing.

  

Rather than compelling the enemy to retreat, these “risk-less” operations embolden 

them, thus widening the desire for enduring counter actions against the “distant risk-

less” combatants. 

94  The physical 

distance obviously provides the lack of immediate physical risk when killing the enemy 

from the sanctity of an RPA operator’s leather arm chair.  Emotional distance is a larger 

issue as the robotic force grows, even with man in or on-the-loop.  Grossman’s book 

points to trends, but future studies may better quantify the risk of emotional distance in 

warfare.  Less than complimentary comments from a couple of today’s RPA operators 
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provide some initial insight.  “We all joke about it.  A monkey can do this job,” comments 

an army Sergeant reconnaissance drone operator.95  Pair that with a different operator’s 

view, “It’s like a video game.  It can get a little bloodthirsty.  But it’s f’ing cool.”96

Operators with previous flight experience may not be as prone to this emotional 

distance.  As task transference applies to pilots when transferring from a simulated 

environment to the actual airplane, emotional transference is also likely.

  These 

are but a few of many similar documented comments.  Continued comments will not 

convince skeptics and proponents alike that an appropriate amount of legal, moral and 

ethical training with the same rigor is applied across the board.  Policy and a culture 

across all RPA operators must be emplaced to ensure they view the nature of war as 

more than a body count as when at home playing Medal of Honor or Mortal Combat.   

97  Taking the 

job seriously, one air force officer recalled, “That the action felt so intense one time 

when his drone thousands of miles away was about to crash, he instinctively reached 

for the ejection seat.”98

Long War Strategic Risks – Coming to a Home Theater Near You 

  Ethical awareness of warfare norms and emotional maturity 

help emplace a culture guided by applying the principles of proportionality and 

discrimination when employing lethal power from the leather chair.  If not applied and 

later discovered by critics and enemies, the strategic impact of increased anti-U.S. 

sentiment may again lead to enduring retribution against combatants on U.S. soil.        

Proportionality, or really the lack thereof, underwrites the theme of the Nuclear 

War theory of Mutually Assured Destructive (MAD).  From a relativist point of view, MAD 

may seem proportional, but viewing the destruction of two societies is hardly 

proportional.  Thankfully, that “7,500 mile trigger” has never been pulled.  The “trigger” 

refers to nuclear tipped intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM), but the push of the 
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“7,500 mile pickle button” delivering death from an RPA foreshadows a chilling and 

parallel strategic risk.  With over 40 countries already developing and/or employing 

RPAs, the new robotic weapons race in the Long War is just beginning. 99

During the Cold War, some nuclear combatant operators sat in leather chairs 

deep inside ICBM silos protected from enemies 7,500 miles away with their finger on 

the trigger.  Some still sit there today, but the risk in nuclear warfare is still largely held 

by the civilian populace.  Potential targets for the enemy’s reaction include military 

targets, but the list is longer for civilian targets.

  Unlike the 

Cold War, the race is currently unbound by even perceived international norms or non-

proliferation treaties.   

 100  The risk in the Cold War arms race 

left both sides attempting to provide security from the other, but in those attempts they 

saw expenditures of “billions of dollars on high-tech weapons systems that paradoxically 

made them feel more insecure.”101  A quick Internet scan today illuminates the fears of 

the robotic warfare expansion and a corollary to the Cold War “security dilemma.”102

The immediate security dilemma is not to outpace a developing competitor like 

China or to deny a non-state actor’s use of RPAs.

   

103  Rather, the security dilemma is the 

risk felt on U.S. soil from the “first ever use” of lethal power from a combatant operator’s 

seat 7,500 miles away from the enemy.  This risk has yet to drive civilians in Nevada to 

build “fall-out shelters” or to conduct “duck and cover drills.”  However, one can only 

imagine the U.S. societal changes and economic impacts that would certainly follow an 

enemy counter-attack on a combatant RPA operator sleeping between combat shifts in 

their suburban home.   
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Leaders in the RPA community voice concerns of a risk to attacks.  The U.S. Air 

Force Director of Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Innovations 

commented that, “We are taking very seriously in the United States the notion of 

insurgency teams coming surreptitiously in the states and trying to attack our bases.”104

The reported expansion of the use of armed RPAs over the past year in current 

conflicts illuminates additional strategic concerns.  While officially acknowledged use of 

RPA strikes dates back to 2002, the most alarming expansion may not be the actual 

reported use, but more so in the prolific world-wide reporting and discussion of their use 

in Congressional testimony and mainstream media.  A 60-Minutes special aired in May, 

2009 clearly outlines the operational concept of RPA employment.

  

Such warnings have not prompted policy changes to RPA employment.  The analysis is 

also deficient, as military bases pose a greater challenge to attack than a suburban 

home.  The enemy and unfortunately many around the world would likely view an attack 

in suburban America against RPA operators as justified by a comparison to the U.S. 

targeting of individuals outside of direct force-on-force combat action.    

105  Again a feature 

story in the March, 2010 Popular Mechanics magazine details the operations and 

insights to the future.106

Reported RPA strikes in the future, fully corroborated or not, will continue to lead 

enemies to assume operators 7,500 miles or more from the point of death conducted 

the “risk-less” attacks.  That assumption greatly increases the reality of risk to enemy 

  The incredible growing quantity of unofficial or alleged reports 

of attacks in areas outside of coalition force-on-force engagements should also be of 

great concern in the expansion of robotic warfare.  By now it is crystal clear around the 

world, who, where, and how the U.S. operationally employs this distant lethal weapon.   
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counter attacks being held by combatants and those around them on U.S. soil.  Recent 

“interpretive guidance” offered by the International Committee of the Red Cross and 

arguments by U.S. lawyers attempt to classify non-state militants and terrorists into the 

Westphalian definitions of “combatant” and further to justify actions against them.107

These attempts lend justification for the U.S. and others to authorize RPA 

operator attacks on individuals outside of direct force-on-force combat, but in doing so 

may unwittingly unravel a strategy that seeks to minimize long term attack on home soil.   

In a not so complimentary irony, these clarifications potentially open the door to the 

international eye viewing these enemy counter attacks on U.S. soil as legitimate 

combatant versus combatant actions and would be tantamount to a great reversal of 

strategy.  However, in a great “Catch-22,” the failure to classify and justify the actors 

and actions of 21

  

st

Regardless of these debates’ outcome, RPA warfare will continue to gain the 

front line press and scrutiny it deserves.  Reminiscent of enduring thoughts of the 

nuclear age, any hopes of completely “putting the genie back in the bottle” are false.  

The risk to RPA operators will increase with every Hellfire missile fired or bomb dropped 

that is not in direct support of force-on-force combat.  The risk unfortunately will not be 

theirs alone to hold when they most vulnerable during breaks between “combat.”   

 Century conflict risks the targeted killings by RPA operators being 

viewed as illegal acts of war.   

Unless the U.S. engages in decisive action soon, the allure of technological 

prowess that spurred a rush to embrace tactical success as a key to strategic victory, 

will instead begin to weaken its own desired strategic outcome.  Using the 7,500 mile 

“distant risk-less” weapon for the first time in history began a crack on the surface ice of 
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an early spring lake.  Without a clear legal, moral and ethical framework supporting 

armed RPA actions the ice will surely crack under the weight of pressure applied by the 

changing global environment today.  Senator Pat Roberts paraphrased Ralph Peter’s 

reflection of another empire’s failure to adapt prior to the ice giving way, "The Romans 

so cherished their civilized image of themselves that it blinded them to the strengths of 

the barbarians, and Rome's greatest failure was its inability to understand the changing 

world."108

50,000’ Recommendations 

  It is certain that no one in the U.S. wants to read a history book in the future 

that draws this same parallel to the fall of a modern day great power.   

“Duck and cover” drills will not solve this problem.  As Admiral Blair, the Director 

of National Intelligence testified in February, 2010 before a Senate Committee, the 

blind-eye solution is not tenable; the probability of threat to another attack on U.S. soil is 

all but “certain.”109  The current path forward seems anything but clear.  Transparency 

and clarity are, however, ways to begin to counter the scrutiny and clear some of the fog 

in this globally connected world.110  The U.S. Air Force “Unmanned Aerial System 

Flightplan” does call for the path of transparency and clarity in, “communicating timely, 

accurate, and truthful information to American and world audiences is integral to 

mission success and directly supports Department of Defense policy of “maximum 

disclosure with minimal delay.”111

Communicating U.S. intent by actions clearly linked to imminent vital national 

security interests is critical.  It should not have gone unnoticed that not a single mention 

of al Qaeda or Usama Bin Laden (UBL) was made to this point.  The intent was to 

communicate a clear message.  These two proper nouns are two of the most over-used 

in the U.S. lexicon today and seem to prevent clear intent and vital interests from being 
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conveyed.  The elevation of a single non-state actor to pseudo “super-power” status 

materially aids the enemy in long term recruiting efforts.  It also seems to influence 

thought to aggregate all terrorists and insurgents into a single category that rise to the 

level of perceived imminent vital interests.  Certainly this is an untenable categorization.  

However, a clear indication of this thought may be communicated by actions to 

the world if there is any veracity to reports in February, 2010 of an RPA strike in 

Pakistan against a Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI) most wanted terrorist, Jamal 

Saeed Abdul Rahim.  As this terrorist is classified by the FBI as a member of the Abu 

Nidal Palestinian terrorist organization, the attack further complicates the U.S. reported 

use of RPAs for what seems immediately apparent as a perceived law enforcement 

activity for his action in a 1986 airplane hijacking.112

Immediate efforts must be taken by the U.S. to determine a tenable long term 

strategy that reduces, not increases enduring second and third order effects to attacks 

on U.S. soil.  Acknowledging this may require past and future RPA strikes conducted 

outside of direct force-on-force combat to be reconciled transparently with demonstrated 

links to imminent U.S. vital security interests.  The discussion herein illustrates the 

enduring vulnerability and risk from these actions to U.S. interests and citizens on home 

turf.  The origin of risk stems from the fact that the U.S. initiates and executes “combat” 

life and death decisions on the home field for the first time since the Spanish-American 

War of 1898.  Most importantly today, that risk should compel U.S. leaders to rapidly 

  Without justification for his 

“material impact” to a current conflict that posed a risk to imminent vital interests, the 

attack will further blur and confuse the line between combat and law enforcement 

actions. 
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reconcile the legal, moral and ethical shortcomings of “delivering death” from 7,500 

miles away and the corresponding considerations for a rapid push to robotic warfare.   

An RPA’s merit as additional firepower in force-on-force engagements executing 

lethal and deadly force is compelling.  The strategic merit outside of these engagements 

is tenuous at best in all cases except an imminent vital security interest.  By narrowing 

this focus, leaders may restrain from the use of “distant risk-less” warfare by considering 

the context and magnitude that previous leaders contemplated before authorizing the 

key to be turned and the “trigger pulled” unleashing a lethal 7,500 mile weapon.  The 

risk is enduring and directed toward U.S. soil.  Does the risk in today’s environment, 

shaped by history’s strategic context, with a cultural awareness of our enemy’s alliances 

ability to utilize globally interconnected information warrant the current strategy?  

Extremely infrequent occasions may present the existence of a “clear and 

present danger” to national vital security interests.  The armed RPA was conceived 

under those circumstances when it was believed to be the only way to remove a threat 

of that magnitude from the face of the Earth.  In that case, few would successfully 

debate that the legal, moral, or ethical risks outweighed the use of the “risk-less” and 

less than “ultimately precise” RPA weapon.  The threat to some second and third order 

effects would still exist, but arguably illegitimate and to a much lesser degree.  The 

threat of enemy retribution attacks from current and past RPA targeted killings will not 

disappear overnight.  The “genie is out of the bottle” and previous fire-pulses to the 

7,500 mile weapon cannot be recalled or self-destructed.  MAD is not assured, but this 

current weapon’s expanded use will lengthen the Long War and unnecessarily 

endanger and hold our civilian populace at risk.     
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The concept of “at risk” must be weighed now and with future warfare advances.  

While not advocating the U.S. secede its overwhelming advantage in the field of battle, 

knowingly expanding the battlefield to U.S. soil transfers an additional enduring risk to 

the civilian populace similar to nuclear warfare retaliation and is unacceptable.  The 

U.S. Air Force also advocates evaluating strategic risks before moving forward, “Ethical 

discussions and policy decisions must take place in the near term in order to guide the 

development of future UAS capabilities, rather than allowing the development to take its 

own path apart from this critical guidance.”113  Unfortunately those words were not put 

into a doctrinal document until less than a year ago…over seven years after the first 

time death was delivered from nearly 7,500 miles away.  To retain true world 

superpower legitimacy, the U.S. must lead the effort to limit the use of “distant warfare” 

and lead meaningful legal, moral, and ethical debates.  The world is watching to follow 

the lead of the U.S. as robotic warfare rapidly advances forward.  Hopefully the guiding 

voice of General Robert E. Lee who witnessed great death on the battlefield is heard, “It 

is good that we find war so horrible, or else we would become found of it.”114
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